
VORTECS™ Report for September 11-18, 2021

Welcome to the latest issue of the VORTECS™ report.

In this week’s report:

● Altcoins post smaller gains than last week, but five out of ten top-performing assets hit
VORTECS™Scores of 80 or higher before peaking

● Top-ten VORTECS™ performers deliver ROI of 13% to 45%
● Average VORTECS™ returns go down compared to last two weeks yet beat the altcoin’s

aggregate performance still
● Partnership and listing NewsQuakes™ spell gains for ROSE and ZEN
● Despite Bitcoin’s superior performance vs altcoins over the week, Altseason indicator

doesn’t budge.

Top gainers of the week

Coin % Change

CELR +85.91%

OMI +54.85%

ELA +53.64%

AVAX +45.98%

COTI +44.04%

REN +43.30%

ORN +42.05%

RGT +36.67%

ATOM +28.45%

AUDIO +28.37%

The table above lists this week’s top ten coins by price change, with those who had hit a
VORTECS™ Score of 80 or above in bold.



The week saw a bit of a cool-off in the altcoin market as BTC has been struggling to break out
above $49,000. There have been no crypto assets posting mind-bending, triple-digit gains, yet
as many as 35 altcoins added 10% or more of value over the week.

Half of the top-10 best performing coins saw their VORTECS™ Scores go beyond 80 before
registering their peak weekly price, although none of the three biggest gainers made the
high-VORTECS™ list. AVAX, COTI, and ORN all registered 40%+ ROIs following a score of 80
or higher.

The high score table

Coin % Change

AVAX +45.98%

COTI +44.04%

ORN +42.05%

RGT +36.67%

AUDIO +28.37%

TRB +18.91%

ARK +17.49%

HBAR +16.22%

KEEP +14.88%

OGN +13.40%

In addition to the five assets ranked in the overall top gainers’ chart, TRB, ARK, HBAR, KEEP,
and OGN delivered weekly ROIs of 13% to 18% after the VORTECS™ algorithm identified
historically bullish market and social conditions for these assets.

Top performers

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/avalanche
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/coti
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/orionprotocol
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/tellor
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/ark
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/hederahashgraph
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/keepnetwork
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/originprotocol


A classic VORTECS™ pattern showed up on AVAX’s price chart this week. After a strong start
early in the week that saw the coin reach $63 on Sept. 12, the momentum stalled as the asset
rolled back to the vicinity of $51. At that point, however, a spike in the asset’s VORTECS™
Score (red circle in the chart, peak value of 86) indicated that in the past such setbacks were
followed by even more dramatic price increases.

AVAX was trading at $54.48 when the peak VORTECS™ Score was registered early on Sept.
14. The price kept declining for another 25 hours, after which a massive rally began to unfold,
the asset breaking out to reach $74.84 after three days of continuous growth.

ORN’s price has been largely flat in the first half of the week against a sequence of moderately
favorable VORTECS™ Scores in the high sixties and low seventies. The model, however, was
not tremendously confident that the observed conditions systematically preceded significant
price spikes. Things changed on Sept. 14 when a confidently bullish score of 81 flashed for
ORN.

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/avalanche
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/orionprotocol


Twelve hours later, the asset’s price embarked on a steep upward trajectory, shooting from
$8.95 to $11.80 in less than 1.5 days. After a correction that came the next day, the asset
continued to climb, reaching above $12.60 at the end of the week.

RGT provided an example of another profitable VORTECS™ Score pattern that can be labelled
“second leg up.” The scenario is usually this: A significant spike in a coin’s price, followed by a
correction against which a series of dark green VORTECS™ Score lights up, and then, often
after 12 to 48 hours, the rally picks up again with renewed strength.

This week, RGT’s Score went up as high as 87 during a price correction (red circle in the
graph), preceding the week’s second spike from $16.21 to $21.10.

Average VORTECS™ returns

A straightforward measure of the algorithm’s performance is the average value change that the
assets reaching a certain VORTECS™ Score mark show after crossing the threshold.

The table on the next page presents average returns made by coins after they cleared a score
of 80, 85, or 90.

Each asset could only yield one observation per day, i.e. if a coin went from 79 to 81, then back
to 79 and then to 80 once again in a few hours, only its first entry to 80+ would count.

Time after score 80 85 90

2 hours -0.18% -0.26% 0.07%

6 hours 1.01% 1.1% 0.98%

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/rarigovernancetoken


12 hours 2.44% 2.03% 0.98%

24 hours 4.16% 3.13% 0.98%

48 hours 6.05% 4.59% 1.82%

Occurrences 38 14 3

After several weeks of consistently high average gains reliably increasing after longer times
from hitting the reference score, the results yielded by high-VORTECS™ assets look more
modest this week. Still, the overall number of instances of coins hitting the score thresholds
remained significant. On aggregate, the assets indexed on Markets Pro reached the 80, 85, and
90 score marks on 55 occasions.

Interestingly, the most numerous group of 80-scorers delivered the highest average returns:
2.44% after 12 hours, 4.16% after 24 hours, and 6.05% after 48 hours – still an improvement on
the 4.8% growth recorded by the entire altcoin market this week.

Understanding VORTECS™

One of the most lucid explanations of what the VORTECS™ Score is and what it is good for
ever has been articulated by Joshua Frank, CEO of The TIE, in a Discord post. It opens with a
following definition:

· “The VORTECS™ Score should be thought of more as a health check, rather than a crystal
ball. Consider typical technical analysis - what you are looking for is periods of price change and
momentum that have historically led to positive or negative conditions for a coin. But with
technical analysis you are limited to just what your naked eye can see - and the only variable
that you are effectively looking at is price.

· The VORTECS™ Score is like technical analysis cubed. Here you are looking at multiple
different variables (namely sentiment, tweet volume, price volatility, and trading volume) and
comparing those to every situation in the past for a coin. The algorithm looks at variables in 4
dimensions, rather than 1. It is entirely computer-driven, so it is capable of parsing through
millions of historical data points each day, comparing what’s going on now with each coin to
prior conditions.

· When the VORTECS™ Score is high, it suggests that current market conditions - across all
of those variables - match conditions in the past where the asset has seen appreciation in 12-84
hours AND that the behavior has been relatively consistent. History doesn't repeat, but it often
rhymes and what the VORTECS™ score was created to do is provide you with an additional set
of eyes on the market and a basis for comparing what is going on now to the past.”

https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/813838704308649986/815458157601882143


Markets Pro NewsQuakes™

The price of ROSE fluctuated wildly this week, not least due to news developments around
Oasis Protocol. On Sept. 13, ROSE’s price briefly spiked on the news of an upcoming Bitfinex
listing but retracted rather quickly.

Two days later, an announcement of Oasis’s partnership with Knit finance resulted in a larger
increase, as the token’s price went up from $0.240 to $0.278, an increase of 13.7%. The effect
was also boosted by the news of the actual launch of ROSE trading on Bitfinex that came a few
hours earlier. Both alerts were delivered to Markets Pro subscribers shortly after publication as
NewsQuake™ notifications.

ZEN experienced the effect of one of the most historically powerful events: a Coinbase listing.
These announcements, along with those of Binance listings, are the kings of NewsQuakes™.
When the news of such an event goes live, the asset that was listed soars immediately.

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/oasisnetwork
https://medium.com/oasis-protocol-project/oasis-protocol-partners-with-knit-finance-to-integrate-rose-with-their-multichain-platform-and-b08caf6549b6
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/horizen


In this case, Horizen’s price line is basically vertical, illustrating an immediate spike of the coin’s
price from $88.85 to $113.79 within a few hours.

The first hour after the announcement has seen the biggest growth, and that’s where an instant
NewsQuake™ came in handy. The system grabbed the news from Coinbase blog less than a
minute after it was published so that Markets Pro users could benefit from the entire rally.

Understanding NewsQuakes™

Joshua Frank, CEO of the TIE, provided an excellent summary of best practices around using
NewsQuakes™ to supplement trading decisions. Here are some highlights:

· A general rule of thumb is that listings have the most consistent impact. The larger the
exchange, the larger the impact; the smaller the coin, the larger the impact. Listings of wrapped
assets or stablecoins generally don’t have an impact.

· Partnership announcements can be powerful, but they vary significantly. Josh’s rule of thumb
is that if he hasn’t heard of the company a token is partnering with, it’s likely not worth trading.

· Effects of staking announcements vary. If Coinbase adds support for an asset’s staking, that
is very bullish, but if a small exchange just changes the staking rewards rate, the impact isn’t
quite as large.

Altseason analysis

The Altseason metric considers the same indicators as the VORTECS™ Score, plus additional
data sources such as altcoin listings and crypto projects’ press coverage. What it helps figure
out is whether it is a good time to be stocking on altcoins or prioritizing BTC investments in the
next 14 days.

The Altseason metric has spent the last few weeks on the alts’ side, indicating the model’s
moderate confidence that the market conditions are historically somewhat more favorable to
altcoins compared to BTC. The bar remained at 31% Altseason throughout this week as well.

https://blog.coinbase.com/horizen-zen-is-launching-on-coinbase-pro-1a0907b809ec
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/813838704308649986/834500759940235294


This week, however, the alts’ performance has been underwhelming compared to Bitcoin’s. BTC
ended the week 6.6% up, while the altcoin market only added 4.8% cumulatively.


